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Jeremy Paxman savages the French: 'The language is useless and
their achievements are long past'
The most useless language to learn is the one not learned.
Learning a language other than one's own has value at a
neurological and.
Voilà, English wins in the battle of global tongues |
Financial Times
Learning a second language is unproductive and a veritable
waste of time. At long last I have come to my senses. After
years expounding and.

6 Reasons Learning a Foreign Language Is Completely Useless |
Darwin's Money
French is a “useless language” and the nation's achievements
are “long past”, Jeremy Paxman has claimed, in a brutal attack
on our European.
ccMixter - Language Is Useless
Rabat – Prominent Kuwaiti businessman and Muslim scholar Tariq
Al-Suwaidan has been quoted as saying publicly, “French
language is.
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Duolingo
Has anyone else ever
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is French considered "useless" by some? been told that studying your target
I really value other countries where it
to.
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So learning a foreign language which uses a different alphabet
is no mean feat. Romnik, that's what I'm learning. The last
girl I dated kept bringing it up, mentioning that I was so
smart Language Is Useless I was learning Japanese, even though
anyone can do it if they wanted to. Don'tgiveup! You went from
calling me lazy to tedious. Even though other languages have
next to zero practical purpose, for some reason I enjoy
learning, and so I continue on….
Well,naturally,lesswidelyspokenlanguages,especiallythoseingeneral
company did a lot of business with U. And it is partially the
overall tendency to judge a language just by the number of
natives and similar stuff.
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